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Who is She?
Born in London 1766 and died in Rhode Island 1840 

Mother of two children: Eliza Anne, and Orlando who were born in 1789. 
Has four grandchildren

Friends with Mary Wollstonecraft, William Godwin and Mary Hayes 

She ended up leaving her husband, John Fenwick, due to alcoholism and 
prison debt leaving herself as a widow.

Writer, teacher, and eventually a school owner in Canada

Talented, compelling, and literate in reading and writing

Negotiated rapidly, shifting social and political contexts as she moved 
across the globe.

A picture of Eliza Fenwick…
Yes, you are seeing this right, 
there are no photographs of 

her existence



First Travel to Barbados- 1814
• Struggling to support herself and her children 

after her marriage fell apart, however It was her 
daughters acting career that helped fund the 
family to Barbados
• Had to learn how to work within the social norms 

of a slave-dependent culture while still holding 
her views 
• Significance of buying her first slave- A male cook
• Her goal: start the idea of an all girls school—was 

not successful. 
• Family tragedy: son died of yellow fever at 17 

years old.



Canada, A place to Call Home

• Immigrated to Canada in 1829, more specific 
Niagara on the lake of Ontario, in which 
boarders the American boarder of New York 
• Successfully opened a school in the fall of 1829 : 

Niagara Seminary Young Ladies
• Gained financial and social security
• Daughter died from heart failure in 1828.



Fenwick’s Publication of Children’s Books

• Mary and her Cat (1804)
• The Life of Carlo (1804)
• The Famous Dog of Drury Lane Theatre (1804)
• Rays from the Rainbow (1812)

Through the morals of her stories, she encouraged 
children to be honest, obedient, hard-working and 
studious—all virtues of a middle-class, capitalist 
society. 



Secresy

“I should make a sketch of my education, the 
incidents of my life, and their consequent effect 
upon my character. Yet I will continue to read 
with my avidity... people of superior class must 
have superior forms; and the endearing name of 
mother is banished for the cold title of 
ceremony” (Fenwick, 46).



Letters 3
Written from 
Caroline Ashburn 
to Sibella Valmont

“His proposal was abrupt and disgusting, but 
there was no alternative. He would equip her to 
go in search of a wealthy marriage among. The 
luxurious inhabitants of India; or, with her other 
professing friends, he would leave her to the 
poverty which lay immediately before her. The 
offer, after little deliberation, was accepted. 
Rather than be poor, she humbled the pride of 
her birth and pretensions; she strengthened her 
nerve for the voyage; and, having safely arrived 
in India, her recommendations, but above all her 
personal charm, secured her the address of Mr. 
Ashburn, who, though he was neither young nor 
attractive, has gold and diamonds in abundance. 
A very short interval elapsed between the 
commencement of their acquaintance with each 
other, and the celebration of their marriage” 
(Fenwick, 46-47).



Letters 3
from Caroline 
Ashburn to Sibella
Valmont

“He spoke mysteriously of his system, and 
his plans, of his authority, his wisdom, and 
your dependence, of his right of chusing for 
you, and your positive duty of obeying him 
with out reserve or discussion. At last, with 
tone and gesture by which I was to 
understand that he went to the extreme of 
condensation in my favor, he consented 
that, provided no other company came to 
visit him in that time, you should associate 
with us while we remain at Valmont Castle” 
(Fenwick, 55).



Letter 4: Written from Sibella Valmont to Caroline Ashburn 



Eliza’s life was a demonstration of her 
well-earned happy ending for her story 
about her ability to preserve through 
failure and loss. This is something 
worth honoring knowing mental 
fatigue can cause personal damage. 
Praising, recognizing, and 
remembering about Eliza’s resilience, 
her willingness to pick herself up after 
each failure and start again, relies on 
her wit, entrepreneurship, and 
sociability to set a new course into an 
uncertain future. 

To conclude...
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